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ABSTRACT

In the brome mosaic virus (BMV) virion, the coat pro-
tein (CP) selectively contacts the RNA motifs that
regulate translation and RNA replication (Hoover et
al., 2016. J. Virol. 90, 7748). We hypothesize that the
unstructured N-terminal arm (NTA) of the BMV CP can
specifically recognize RNA motifs. Using ion mobility
spectrometry-mass spectrometry, we demonstrate
that peptides containing the NTA of the CP were
found to preferentially bind to an RNA hairpin motif
that directs the initiation of BMV RNA synthesis. RNA
binding causes the peptide to change from heteroge-
neous structures to a single family of structures. Flu-
orescence anisotropy, fluorescence quenching and
size exclusion chromatography experiments all con-
firm that the NTA can specific recognize the RNA
motif. The peptide introduced into plants along with
BMV virion increased accumulation of the BMV CP
and accelerated the rate of minus-strand RNA syn-
thesis. The intrinsically disordered BMV NTA could
thus specifically recognize BMV RNAs to affect viral
infection.

INTRODUCTION

Brome mosaic virus (BMV) is a multipartite RNA virus
that has served as a model system for RNA virus infection
and virion assembly (1). Motifs within the BMV genomic
RNAs that direct RNA replication and translation have
been mapped and characterized (2). A tRNA-like struc-

ture present at the 3′ terminal region of all of the BMV
genomic RNAs directs the synthesis of the minus-strand
RNA (3,4). Within this structure, Stem-loop C (SLC) binds
the BMV replication proteins and enables the initiation of
RNA-dependent RNA synthesis at the 3′ terminus of the
BMV RNA (5).

SLC forms a hairpin with the loop nucleotides of
5′AUA3′. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy revealed that the 5′-most adenylate projects out
of the loop and is stabilized by a network of interactions
to form a clamped adenine motif (CAM) (Figure 1A)
(6). Substitution of the clamped adenine with a guanine
severely reduced RNA-dependent RNA synthesis by
the BMV replicase in vitro and debilitated BMV RNA
replication in plant cells (6,7).

Viruses typically have small genomes, requiring viral pro-
teins to serve multiple functions (8). The BMV coat pro-
tein (CP) that encapsidates the viral genome also regulates
translation from BMV RNAs and RNA replication (9).
Within the BMV genomic RNA, several regulatory motifs,
including SLC, are contacted by the CP in virions (10). A
screen of proteins that can bind to SLC also revealed that
the BMV CP was capable of recognizing the CAM in SLC
(11).

The BMV CP has a globular domain flanked by an ex-
tended N-terminal arm (NTA) and a shorter C-terminal
tail (12). The globular domain from CP subunits interact
to form the protein shell of the virion. The C-terminal tail
interacts with other CP subunits while the NTA contains a
high proportion of positively charged amino acid residues
and contacts the encapsidated RNA (10,12,13). The NTA
is predicted to lack a stable structure. We hypothesize that
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Figure 1. The clamp adenine motif structure and the sequences of the peptides and RNA used in the study. (A) The structure of the CAM. The solution
structure is derived from PDB ID: 1ESH. (B) The sequences of the peptides and RNAs used in this study. ‘Ace’ denotes an acetyl group.

the disordered NTA can specifically recognize RNA motifs
in BMV RNAs to regulate the viral infection process.

Ion mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry (IMS-MS)
has become a valuable tool to study structures and pro-
tein interactions with ligands (14,15). By employing electro-
spray ionization to gently introduce molecules into the gas
phase with minimal perturbations of structure, IMS-MS en-
ables populations of a molecule in solution state to be sam-
pled (16–20). IMS-MS has been used to document changes
in peptide and protein conformations upon binding to met-
als and drugs (21–25). Protein–DNA complex interactions
have also been studied by IMS-MS techniques (26–28). Pep-
tides complexed to nucleic acids have been more challeng-
ing to analyze using IMS-MS due to the charge differences
between peptides and nucleic acids. Nucleic acids are usu-
ally electrosprayed in negative ion mode, which is less effi-
cient when compared to the positive mode (29–32). Loo and
coworkers have shown that the buffer ammonium acetate
can neutralize the negative charge and allow for analysis of
oligonucleotides in positive ion mode (32).

We used IMS-MS to demonstrate that the BMV CP NTA
can preferentially recognize SLC that contains the CAM in
the gas phase. Comparable interactions were observed in the
solution state using fluorescence anisotropy and quenching,
and size exclusion chromatography (SEC). The N-terminal
eight residues of the NTA are required to recognize the
RNA. The peptide also increased the translation of the
BMV CP and the rate of BMV RNA accumulation during
infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Peptide and RNAs

Peptides were chemically synthesized by Elim Biopharma-
ceuticals, Inc. (Hayward, CA, USA) or by Ontores Biotech-
nologies (Zhejiang, China). The masses of the peptides
were confirmed by mass spectrometry and the purity by
high pressure (or high performance) liquid chromatography
analysis. RNAs SLC16, mSLC16 and U16 were chemically
synthesized and purified by Integrated DNA Technologies,
Inc. (Coralville, IA, USA). The masses were independently
confirmed by mass spectrometry. All RNA molecules were
annealed at 90◦C for 3 min and cooled on ice in order to en-
courage intra-molecular folding of the RNAs prior to anal-
ysis.

Ion mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry

The peptides and RNAs were stored in 100 mM ammonium
acetate. Peptides B25, B26, R14/15K or �8 were mixed with
RNAs SLC16 or mSLC16 in the appropriate ratios and in-
cubated at room temperature for 10 min before analysis.
IMS-MS analyses were performed on a Synapt G2-S sys-
tem (Waters Corp., Manchester, UK) using conditions de-
scribed in Ruotolo et al. and Jacobs et al. (22,33). Briefly,
ions were introduced into the instrument through infusion
by a Syringe pump (KD Scientific, Inc. Holliston, MA,
USA) at a rate of 30 �l/min. Source and desolvation tem-
peratures were set to 25◦C. Samples were ionized at 2.0 kV
through electrospray ionization and guided into the instru-
ment through the source with the cone voltage set to 30 V
and the extraction voltage set to 50 V. The trap traveling
wave height was set to 8.0 V at 150 m/s, the IMS cell was set
to a height of 25 V at 250 m/s and the transfer cell traveling
wave was set to 8.0 V at 150 m/s. Collision cross sections
were determined as previously described, using ubiquitin,
cytochrome C and myoglobin as calibrants (33,34).

All mass spectra and ion mobility distributions were an-
alyzed with Mass Lynx v4.1 (Waters Corporation, Manch-
ester, UK) and OriginPro 2016 (OriginLab Corporation,
New Hampton, MA, USA). Deconvolution of m/z spectra
were performed using MaxEnt, an algorithm in Mass Lynx
4.1 software, which uses a maximum entropy approach, al-
lowing for determination of the approximate mass of the
ions (35).

Molecular modeling

Molecular Dynamic simulations were performed using the
Insight II software suite (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA,
USA). Simulation in vacuo annealing of B25 was performed
using the AMBER force field (19,36). Charge was assigned
to two of the following for each simulation: R11, R14, R15,
R19, R20 and R22. Structures were equilibrated at 300 K
for 5 ns. Simulated unfolding was induced by equilibrating
the native structure to 1000 K for 2.5 ns. A total of 150 trial
geometries were collected, and the cross sections were cal-
culated using the trajectory method implemented within the
Mobcal suite of programs (37).

Fluorescence anisotropy and quenching

Measurements of fluorescence anisotropy and quenching
were conducted using a FluoroMax-4 Spectrofluorometer
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(HORIBA Scientific, Edison, NJ, USA) with an excitation
wavelength of 289 nm and emission wavelength of 361 nm
and a slit width of 10 nm. All fluorescence data presented
were the averaged values of at least three independently
measured datasets and their standard deviations were all
within 10% or less. Anisotropy values were determined 20
times to generate each data point, with standard errors of
<15%. All experiments were done at 22◦C in a pH 6.5 buffer
containing 10 mM sodium phosphate and 100 mM ammo-
nium acetate.

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)

SEC experiments were conducted at room temperature
(∼22◦C) in a sterilized 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at
pH 6.5 with 100 mM NaCl, using the FPLC AKTA Pure
system, with Unicorn software version 6.4 and a Superdex
3/70 size exclusion column (GE Healthcare, Wauwatosa,
WI, USA). The Superdex column is designed to resolve pro-
teins between 3 and 70 kD. The capillary loops used had ca-
pacity from 140 to 500 �l. The FPLC instrument was equi-
librated with two column volumes (ca. 47 ml) of degassed
deionized MilliQ water, followed by two column volumes of
the elution buffer, eluted at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min.

NMR spectroscopy

In order to determine the initial conformation of peptide
and RNA, a 1D imino proton experiment was performed
for B25 and U16 RNA at 10◦C. A 2D 15N-1H HSQC ex-
periment was done on B25 where the glycine and alanine
residues were labeled with 15N. All experiments were done
at 10◦C in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 6.5 and
100 mM NaCl, using a Bruker 800 MHz NMR spectrome-
ter.

Plant growth

Wheat (Triticum aestivum Spring var.) seeds were sown into
autoclaved soil in 4′ diameter pots. The pots were incubated
in a constant temperature incubator at 25◦C with fluores-
cent lights at 3000 lux with a 16 h light and 8 h dark cycle.
Seedlings 7 days after sowing were used for BMV infections.

Analysis of BMV CP accumulation

Infected wheat seedlings were harvested over a time course.
The samples were cut into ca. 1 mm pieces using a clean ra-
zor blade and 150 mg of leaf tissue was homogenized with
pestles that fit into 1.5 ml micro-centrifuge tubes. Insolu-
ble material was removed by centrifugation at 10 000 x g
for 10 min. The supernatant was mixed with an equal vol-
ume of 2× Laemmli sample buffer, heated to 70◦C for 5 min
and separated by sodium dodecylsulphate-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis. CP was detected by western blotting as
described in Hoover et al. (10).

Real-time RT-PCR analysis

TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies Inc., Gaithersburg, MD,
USA) was used to extract total RNA from 150 mg of wheat

leaves. The solubilized material was extracted with a 50%
volume of chloroform followed by adjustment of the mix-
ture with 0.3 M ammonium acetate and precipitation of
the RNA with isopropanol. RNA concentration was deter-
mined by ultraviolet spectroscopy and confirmed by dena-
turing agarose gel electrophoresis.

The levels of replicated BMV RNAs were quantified us-
ing reverse transcription and real-time polymerase chain re-
action (PCR) as described in Hoover et al. (10). Briefly, 1
�g of RNA was used for reverse transcription using Super-
Script™ II Reverse Transcriptase as defined by the manu-
facturer (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA). PCR was per-
formed for 32 cycles with forward and reverse primers that
will amplify nucleotides (nt) 100–232 of RNA1 and nt 371–
499 of RNA2.

RESULTS

The BMV NTA can specifically recognize the CAM on SLC

To examine the interaction between the NTA of the BMV
CP and regulatory motifs in the BMV RNA, we needed
to identify the sequence that likely contains this activity.
In the cryo-EM structure of the BMV virion, the CP ex-
ists as an asymmetric trimer. The N-terminal 25 residues
of subunit B and the N-terminal 26 residues of subunit C of
the trimer had electron densities that were indistinguishable
from those of the encapsidated RNAs (38). The BMV CP
has a propensity to be cleaved, likely by cellular proteases.
Mass spectrometric analysis of BMV virions that suffered
proteolysis revealed that a prominent cleavage site occurs
C-terminal to residue 26 (Supplementary Figure S1). These
results suggest that the first 25 or 26 residues of the BMV
CP contact the RNA. Because the N-terminal methionine
of the BMV CP is removed in the mature CP (39), we syn-
thesized peptides that contained residues 2–25 and 2–26 of
the BMV CP, respectively naming them B25 and B26 (Fig-
ure 1B).

The binding of peptides B25 and B26 to an RNA oligonu-
cleotide that contains the CAM named SLC16, was ana-
lyzed using IMS-MS. For specificity, we also analyzed their
binding to mSLC16, where the only change from SLC16
was the substitution of the clamped adenine with a guanine.
For B25, the B25/SLC16 complex 5+ charge state was in
∼50% abundance relative to the most intense peak, while
the B25/mSLC16 complex 5+ charge state was <5% abun-
dance (Figure 2A). The recognition of the RNA was depen-
dent upon RNA concentration. At a molar ratio of 10 pep-
tides to 1 RNA and a final RNA concentration of 1 �M
RNA, no free RNA was detected. Increasing the RNA con-
centration to 2.5 �M allowed the free RNA to be seen in
the mass spectra. At a molar ratio of 1 peptide to 1 RNA
(10 �M relative to 10 �M B25), the B25/RNA mass spec-
tra had similar peak distributions. These results could be
explained by higher RNA concentrations that allow more
non-specific, possibly electrostatic interactions with B25.

The collision cross sections of B25, SLC16 and the
B25/SLC16 complex were examined (Figure 2B and Sup-
plementary Figure S2). In the absence of RNA, B25 exists
in two distinct conformations, a broad distribution of com-
pact conformations, 354 to 478 Å2. In 2D NMR that exam-
ine for backbone N–H bonds that form with protein sec-
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Figure 2. IMS-MS analysis of the NTA binding to RNA. (A) Mass spectra for B25 complexed to either SLC16 or mSLC16. (B) Cross section distributions
of B25, RNAs and the B25/RNA complex. The mSLC16 data are superimposed as a dotted line. Notably, the B25/mSLC16 cross section distribution is
enhanced 100-fold in order for it to be appreciably visible with the B25/SLC16 cross section distribution. (C) A comparison of the B25–SLC16 complex
and the B26–SLC16 complex.

ondary structure, few crosspeaks were observed, indicating
that B25 was in a highly disordered state (Supplementary
Figure S3). The sharp peak observed in IMS-MS suggests
an elongated conformation at 509 Å2. The elongated con-
formation is likely a product of ion activation in the ion-
transfer region of the Synapt G2-S, which has been reported
previously (40–42). Increasing the transmission energy can
cause activation of proteins in the gas phase as the protein
moves from one cell of the instrument to the next. Such ac-
tivation often leads to extended conformations in the gas
phase and their cross sections may not reflect structures that
are present in solution. The region of conformational het-
erogeneity suggests that the experimental conditions of low
transmission voltage along with lower traveling wave mag-
nitudes and velocities allow us to observe conformations
that are similar to those that are present in solution (33).

The distributions of collision cross sections for SLC16
shows three families of structures, a compact family cen-
tered of 564 Å2, an extended conformation at 657 Å2 and a
small, unresolved one at 608 Å2 (Figure 2C). While the dis-
tribution of the cross sections for mSLC16 is similar to that
of SLC16, it shows much higher intensity for the extended
conformation at 657 Å2. The interaction of B25 and SLC16

results in a single, sharp feature at 980 Å2. B26 complexed
with SLC16 shows nearly the same profile as did B25 com-
plexed to SLC16 (Figure 2C).

Molecular modeling was performed to examine the struc-
ture(s) of B25 emerging from solution. In total, 125 candi-
date structures fell within the range of the region of confor-
mational heterogeneity. Of these, three were superimposed
on the mobility distribution of doubly protonated B25 (Fig-
ure 3). Changing the location of the charge affected the
structure of B25 due to a change in Coulombic interactions
that will cause rearrangements of the structure. Notably,
while the structures are quite compact and are stabilized
only by hydrogen bonds between the side chains and the
peptide backbone and by van der Walls forces, none show
stable secondary structure characteristics. An additional 25
structures were produced to determine the structure of the
elongated conformation. A representative structure having
a calculated cross section in good agreement with the ex-
perimental measurement is also shown in Figure 3. The N-
terminus ca. eight residues of B25 in this structure is ex-
posed to solution, in contrast to the structures that are more
globular (Figure 3). The elongated structure was produced
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Figure 3. Molecular dynamic simulations of the NTA peptide. Selected conformations are shown, drawn to their calculated cross section in the distribution.
The N-terminus of each structures is labeled. The sharp peak at 509 Å2 shows that the N-terminal eight residues of B25 is exposed to the solution. This
feature was induced by simulating heating of the peptide to cause the unfolding of the peptide.

only when simulation temperature was increased to 1000 K.
The large amount of energy needed to generate structure
suggests that this structure is partially unfolded, likely from
the heating of the ions as they are transferred into the IMS
cell of the Synapt (40–42).

Fluorescence anisotropy and quenching studies

Fluorescence anisotropy and quenching measurements
were used to independently examine whether the NTA of
the BMV CP can recognize SLC16 in solution (for review,
see 43,44). B26 contains a tryptophan residue at amino
acid 23, allowing its intrinsic fluorescence to be monitored.
Binding of a RNA molecule to the peptide should increase
its anisotropy due to the increase in its size (45). Given
that B26 is highly basic in charge and that it exhibits non-
specific binding to RNA in IMS-MS when the peptide is at
high concentration relative to the RNA, non-specific elec-
trostatic interactions with RNA molecules will contribute
to the binding affinity along with structure-specific attrac-
tive interactions. To assess non-specific interactions with
B25, we examined the binding of an oligoribonucleotide
named U16 in which all 16 nt are uridylates. The 1D imino
proton NMR spectroscopy of U16 did not show noticeable
imino proton peaks that forms with base pairing, indicating
that U16 lacks stable secondary structures (Supplementary
Figure S3) and thus serves as a useful control to assess the

contribution that general electrostatic interactions have on
NTA binding to RNA.

The anisotropy of B26 did not change significantly at low
RNA concentrations for SLC16, mSLC16 or U16 (Figure
4A). At a 1:3 to 1:10 ratio of B26 to SLC16, the anisotropy
of B26 exhibited the highest increase, reaching its saturation
value (about 0.11) at 1:15. At comparable concentrations
of mSLC16, the anisotropy of B26 was at a reduced level
when compared to SLC16. Saturation was not reach even
at a 1:20 ratio of B26 and mSLC16 (the highest anisotropy
was 0.085). The anisotropy of B26 was minimal with U16,
reaching a plateau after the 1:6 ratio (0.045). These results
are consistent with the results from IMS-MS in that both
B25 and B26 have structure-driven recognition of SLC16,
confirming that RNA-peptide binding maintains its native
characteristics even when transitioned to gas-phase in IMS-
MS.

RNA binding is also expected to quench the fluorescence
signal of the peptide by increasing its static quenching effect
(46). Fluorescence quenching due to B26 interaction with
the RNA was examined. Both SLC16 and mSLC16 show
two distinct phases of quenching as a function of RNA con-
centration (Figure 4B). A phase of linear but slowly increas-
ing quenching was observed at low RNA concentrations
and switched to a phase of fast linear increase at higher
RNA concentrations. Notably, the slopes for both phases
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Figure 4. B25 preferentially binds SLC16 in solution. (A) Fluorescence anisotropy of B26 with RNAs. The complex of B26 with SLC16 (black squares),
mSLC16 (red circles) and U16 RNA (blue triangles) were measured with increasing concentrations of the RNA and a fixed concentration of B26 (5.0
�M). All measurements were obtained at ca. 22◦C. (B) Quenching of the fluorescence signal of B26 by RNA. Both SLC16 and mSLC16 showed two
distinct phases of quenching, which is not observed with U16 RNA. The slope of each linear plot corresponds to the Stern–Volmer constant (Ksv) for
the B26–RNA interactions. (C) Scatchard plot based on B26–SLC16 anisotropy measurements. The data from 5 to 50 �M that show appreciable change
in anisotropy was used. The fraction of the bound B26 was calculated based on the assumption that the binding being one to one. Saturation value of
anisotropy of bound B26 is 0.11 and for unbound B26 is 0.024. The slope of the equation corresponds to −1/Kd and its Y-axis corresponds to 1/Kd. The
Kd values were calculated from both parameters. (D) Dissociation constants (Kd) were calculated based on fluorescence anisotropy as well as SEC and Ksv
(10−3 �M−1) for B26-RNA interactions. Low-RNA concentration ranges from 2.5 to 40 �M, while high RNA concentration ranges from 40 to 100 �M.
Kd is not available for B26-mSLC16 and B26–U16 from the anisotropy measurement since their saturated values were not available. The Kd from SEC was
not determined for B26–U16 mixture since the peak area of the B26–U16 complex was negligible.

were significantly higher for SLC16 than for mSLC16. U16
exhibits only a slow linear increase at low RNA concentra-
tions, reaching the saturation stage at higher RNA concen-
trations. Given that U16 shows little binding to B26 in the
anisotropy measurements, the rapid quenching at a higher
RNA concentration is likely to be the result of structure-
specific binding of B26 to a cognate RNA.

The Kd of SLC16 for B26 was determined using a
Scatchard plot based on the anisotropy data (47). One to
one binding between B26 and RNA was assumed, given
their comparable molecular sizes. As shown in Figure 4C,
the plot fits reasonably well to a line, from which the Kd
was calculated to be between 50 and 80 �M. In addition,
the Ksv for each B25/RNA interaction was calculated us-
ing the fluorescence quenching data (Figure 4D). Ksv repre-

sents accessibility of the RNA to the B26 as a quencher, and
the presence of the second-phase quenching in both SLC16
and mSLC16 suggests that the quenching caused by bind-
ing to B26 becomes prominent at higher RNA concentra-
tion. SLC16 shows significantly higher quenching of B26
when compared to mSLC16 (Figure 4D), which is consis-
tent with higher affinity binding to B26, evidenced by the
anisotropy measurements.

Size exclusion chromatography

We used SEC to confirm NTA binding to SLC16. RNA
bound by a peptide should elute more quickly than un-
bound RNA. B26 mixed with SLC16 at a molar ratio
of 1:1 (5 �M of each molecule) resulted in a peak that
eluted with an earlier retention time than did the peak
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of the unbound RNA (Figure 5). This peak was con-
firmed by gel electrophoresis and by fluorescence spec-
troscopy to contain both RNA and B26 peptide (data
not shown). B26 mixed with mSLC16 resulted in an early
eluting peak that was broader and weaker than the peak
from the B25/SLC16 complex, suggesting reduced inter-
actions. No additional peak was detected in a mixture of
B26 and U16 (Figure 5). The Kd was calculated from the
area of these two peaks (Supplementary Table S1 and Fig-
ure S4D). The B26/SLC16 had a Kd of 69 �M while the
B26/mSLC16 complex had a Kd of 175 �M. The calcu-
lated Kd of B26/SLC16 by SEC is comparable to the one
calculated from the fluorescence anisotropy data (Kd = 50–
80 �M).

The first eight residues of the NTA are required for its binding
to SLC

Residues in the NTA of the BMV CP have previously been
shown to affect RNA binding. Arginines at residues 14 and
15 substituted with lysines reduced the encapsidation of
the BMV RNA4 into virions (12,48). Removal of the N-
terminal 8-residues of the NTA significantly affected the
accumulation of BMV RNA replication products and the
encapsidation of the BMV RNAs in virions (10,48). Pep-
tide R1415K has arginines at positions 14 and 15 replaced
with lysines had comparable recognition of SLC16 in IMS-
MS as did B25 (Figure 6C). The mobility distribution of the
bound species has a single large peak with a cross section
of 1005 Å2 and a small shoulder at 1119 Å2. Peptide �8
that removed residues 2–8 failed to form a complex with
SLC16. The recognition of SLC16 thus requires the first
eight residues of the BMV CP NTA.

B25 peptide and BMV infection

The ability of B25 to recognize a specific RNA motif led us
to examine whether the peptide could affect BMV infection.
Barley protoplasts transfected with a mixture of 100:1 of a
peptide containing the NTA and BMV genomic RNA pro-
duced an abundance of BMV CP by 7 h post-transfection
while protoplasts transfected with a polar peptide did not
(Supplementary Figure S5). To examine the effects of the
NTA further, wheat seedlings were inoculated with either
BMV virions or BMV virions with 100 molar excess of B25.
Plants were harvested over a time course and their lysates
were examined by western blot for the accumulation of the
BMV CP. Plants inoculated with both virion and B25 con-
sistently had higher accumulation of the BMV CP in vivo
at the time points examined (Figure 7A and B). The results
were reproducible in two independent experiments.

We examined whether B25 could affect the accumulation
of the replicated BMV RNAs in plants. Real-time RT-PCR
was used to quantify minus-strand RNAs that are indica-
tive of BMV replication. Wheat inoculated with only the
WT virion had the expected kinetics of minus-strand RNA
accumulation wherein (−)-strand RNA1 was synthesized
at a higher rate than (−)-strand RNA2 at the early time
points (Figure 7C) (10). Furthermore, the amount of (−)-
strand RNA accumulated at a higher rate between 24 and
48 h. This result was reproducible in two independent ex-
periments. Plants inoculated with both the virion and a 100

molar excess of B25 exhibited a more rapid accumulation of
(−)-strand RNA1 and RNA2. Together, these results show
that B25 can increase the rate of BMV gene expression and
replication.

DISCUSSION

The recognition of viral RNAs by viral proteins is critically
important for the proper timing of gene expression and vi-
ral RNA encapsidation. In this work, we found that the
NTA of the BMV CP can preferentially recognize an RNA
element that directs BMV RNA replication. An intrinsi-
cally disordered sequence in the BMV CP being the ele-
ment that specifically recognizes the promoter for RNA syn-
thesis was unexpected, as the CP is thought to bind RNA
non-specifically. However, mass spectral analysis shows that
the CAM in SLC that directs the initiation of minus-strand
RNA synthesis is required for efficient recognition by the
CP NTA (Figure 1). The recognition is confirmed using flu-
orescence anisotropy and quenching (Figure 4), and by SEC
(Figure 5). Furthermore, the first eight residues of the CP
NTA are needed for the recognition.

Binding of the NTA to SLC16 affects the conformations
of both the peptide and the RNA. In the apo state, both
the peptide and SLC16 have some degree of conformational
heterogeneity, with the peptide forming a large family of
conformationally dynamic structures as would be expected
of an intrinsically disordered molecule (Figure 3). Two-
dimensional 15N-1H HSQC NMR spectra of NTA confirm
that B25 has flexible conformation (Supplementary Figure
S3). From the molecular dynamic simulations, every one of
the 125 candidate structures fell within this region in the
mobility distribution. This is expected, as the differences
between some of these structures entailed slight positional
changes in the side chains of the amino acids. In addition,
the location of the charges did not seem to matter since these
structures still showed similar cross sections to each other.
All simulated structures for the NTA did not form stable
secondary structures, even when bound to RNA.

NTA binding to SLC16 results in a more homogeneous
family of conformations, suggesting that B25 and SLC16
lock each other into a set conformation. Evidence of this is
seen in both cross section distributions for the peptide and
RNA (Supplementary Figure S3). Similar results were ob-
served in the elution of the NTA peptide complexed with
RNA (Figure 5). At this point, we cannot assign a specific
structure for the NTA for this region. Several structures
were generated from molecular dynamics simulations and
sufficient differences between the candidate structures make
it difficult to assess the accurate structure. Nonetheless, it is
possible that the structures formed could serve to nucleate
binding of other viral proteins, possibly to establish func-
tionally important complexes for RNA replication. The CP
for alfalfa mosaic virus was shown through northwestern
blotting to contact both the viral RNA and the polymerase
that could impact minus-strand RNA synthesis (49).

Mutant �8 removes the first eight amino acids from the
peptide sequence. These eight amino acids have been impli-
cated in regulating CP binding to RNA in the BMV virion.
The removal of the eight residues perturbed virion forma-
tion (10,48). In addition, a serine at residue 6 of the BMV
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Figure 5. Size exclusion chromatograms of mixtures of B25 and RNAs. A mixture of SLC16-B26 (Top), mSLC16-B26 (Middle) or U16-B26 (Bottom) was
separated using a Superdex 3/70 size exclusion column. The peaks for unbound RNAs were identified by comparison to the standard chromatograms of
each of free RNA samples. For the SLC16-B26 and mSLC16-B26, one additional peak showed up earlier than the peak for unbound RNA and they were
confirmed to be peaks for a RNA–peptide complex. U16 and B26 did not form a peak of appreciable intensity.

CP could be phosphorylated to affect both the release of
the BMV RNA from the virion and BMV RNA synthe-
sis (10). The recognition of RNA by this region of the CP
NTA could then be regulated by additional cellular kinases
and/or phosphatases that regulate the post-translational
modification of the BMV CP.

This study shows that structure-specific attractive inter-
action serves as a main molecular driving force for RNA–
peptide binding. RNA is negatively charged due to the
phosphate groups in its backbone. B26 has seven arginine
residues that would attract any RNA molecules through
general electrostatic interactions. Electrostatic interactions,
however, are not the primary driving force for specific recog-
nition of SLC. U16, which lacks stable structure, resulted
in much weaker binding to B26, compared to both SLC16
and mSLC16. Furthermore, peptide �8 contains seven argi-
nine residues and did not bind to the RNAs while B25,

which also contains seven positively charged residues, ex-
hibit structure-specific recognition of SLC16. Electrostatic
properties of the BMV CP were previously found to be in-
sufficient to explain the encapsidation of BMV RNAs (12).
And they cannot account for the recognition of the SLC by
the NTA of the BMV CP.

The difference in NTA interaction among the three
RNAs tested becomes more prominent as RNA concentra-
tion increases, demonstrating that the specific RNA struc-
ture plays an important role in its binding to NTA. More-
over, IMS-MS, Fluorescence spectroscopy, and SEC studies
all indicate that SLC16 shows stronger binding to the pep-
tides than mSLC16. Given that both SLC16 and mSLC16
form distinct tri-loop conformations (50), it is clear that the
CAM presented by SLC16 serves as a key recognition mo-
tif for SLC16’s binding to the NTA peptides and a deviation
from the original CAM structure in mSLC16 negatively af-
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Figure 6. Comparison of binding to SLC16 by B26 and peptides with changes in the NTA. (A) B26 exhibits sharp peak (at 1005 Å2) binding to SLC16,
similar to that seen in Figure 3. (B) �8 does not bind to SLC16 when mixed in the same concentrations as the WT NTA, indicated by the lack of a peak
of the peptide–RNA species. (C) Peptide R1415 retains comparable binding to SLC16 as B26.

fects this binding to the peptides. In IMS-MS, non-specific
binding interactions between the NTA and mSLC16 likely
result in complexes that tend to dissociate or partially un-
fold upon transition into the gas phase, suggesting that their
binding is sub-optimal compared to the binding of SLC16.
In the SEC study, the broader elution peak for NTA–
mSLC16 mixture is also consistent with their binding being
less stable (Figure 5). With the more specific interactions
such as those with the NTA and SLC16, the RNA–peptide
complex remains unbroken through additional binding in-
teractions when transitioned into the gas phase in IMS-MS.

The Kd of the NTA for the CAM motif in SLC16 from
both fluorescence anisotropy and SEC was in a range of 50–
80 �M, suggesting relatively weak binding. Binding speci-
ficity of the CAM motif of SLC16 becomes more promi-
nent at higher concentrations of either RNA or the NTA.
It should be noted that the interactions between BMV
molecules necessary for replication take place in a highly
localized, membrane-encased, structure that has tight pack-
ing of the viral protein and RNAs (51). The BMV CP

is also produced in large amounts during infection and
can form higher-order structures when the proteins contain
their globular domain. In the BMV virions, the CP pref-
erentially contacted SLC (10). However, whether the seem-
ingly weak binding may be sufficient for biologically mean-
ingful specificity to the BMV RNA in infected cells remain
to be determined.

Intrinsically disordered regions of proteins tend to have
high specificity, but low affinity for interaction with ligands
(52). Importantly, intrinsically disordered regions of pro-
teins often have multiple binding partners and act as hubs
to mediate a network of interactions (53–55). It is possible
that the NTA of the BMV CP could recognize RNA mo-
tifs in addition to SLC to contribute to the regulation of
viral gene expression. The BMV CP also preferentially con-
tacts specific RNA sequences, including the motifs that reg-
ulate translation (9,10). We note that a significant portion
of the CPs of both non-enveloped and enveloped spherical
positive-strand RNA viruses are structurally flexible (56).
Indeed, the MS2 capsid protein has been shown to selec-
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Figure 7. Effects of B25 on infection. (A) Accumulation of the BMV CP in wheat seedlings inoculated with WT virions or a mixture of B26 and WT virions
for 120 h. Each sample was taken from a separately inoculated pot of wheat seedlings. BMV CP was analyzed by western blots from the lysate of the total
wheat seedlings. BMV CP accumulation was undetectable at 24 and 48 h post-inoculation (hpi), indicating the signal is from CP accumulation during
infection. LC denotes the loading control. (B) Bar graph representing the amount of BMV CP accumulation in plant leaves inoculated with BMV virions
and either with or without B25. The amount of the CP present in plants inoculated with only the WT BMV was normalized as 100%. (C) (−)-strand RNA1
(black) and (−)-strand RNA2 (gray) accumulation at 16, 20, 24, 48 and 72 hpi in plants infected with WT virion or a mixture of B25 and WT virion. The
gray bars are from seedlings infected with WT virions and the black bars show results from mixture of B25 and WT virions. The range for one standard
deviation and P-value are shown at each time point.

tively bind RNA motifs to result in the packaging of the
viral RNA (57). These features may have evolved to con-
vey specific recognition of motifs in the cognate RNAs for
a subset of RNA viruses.

The addition of B25 to BMV virions was found to af-
fect the accumulation of BMV protein and also accelerate
the rate of BMV minus-strand RNA replication. It is possi-
ble that the peptide binds RNA to form a platform for the
recognition of the BMV proteins to affect the infection. We
cannot rule out that at least some of the effects B25 had in
enhancing BMV replication could be through action on cel-
lular molecules. The NTA of the capsid protein from Turnip
crinkle virus (TCV) interacted with resistance protein HRT
in Arabidopsis to alter the infection process (58). The TCV
CP can also bind defense-related RNAs to improve infec-
tion (59,60).

Finally, IMS-MS was used to monitor peptide binding to
RNA and the specific recognition of the RNA by a peptide.
The results of these interactions in the gas phase are consis-
tent with the results from fluorescence and SEC that inves-
tigates binding in solution phase. IMS-MS could be used to
gain an understanding on how RNA structure is affected
by the binding of the peptide as well as how the confor-
mational flexibility of both the peptide and the RNA play
roles in their biological functions. IMS was able to capture

a large conformational change in the peptides upon bind-
ing to RNA. We note that this conformational change does
not average the changes in a population of molecules, as is
the case with NMR. Furthermore, IMS-MS works on the
millisecond timescale, it is able to monitor the interactions
that are not always measurable with other solution-based
methods. This work demonstrates that IMS-MS can be used
to investigate the properties of molecular interactions, espe-
cially that of conformationally flexible molecules.
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